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Comments Attempt as of September 4 at 5pm 

My ParentID column was a LookUp field so I deleted it and created a new ParentID single line of text 
column instead in my Tool Request Comments SharePoint list. 

 

A simple data source refresh didn’t seem to work so I closed Power Apps and restarted my laptop. 

The ParentID card was coming in as a custom card so I tried deleting and re-adding the whole form. Now 
all of the data cards are showing as “custom cards” except for the Comment Title data card. Does that 
seem odd to you? 
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Your instructions state: “When you select an item to display in any of the tabs, add this to the Gallery 
OnSelect. Set(varID,Self.Selected.ID)” 

The OnSelect property of the nav icon on my home screen is: 

Set(varRecord,ThisItem);Navigate('Edit Request Screen',Transition.None) 

This formula works perfectly so I hate to mess with it. I don’t have any of the flashing glitches I was 
describing to you before when I use this formula. When varID didn’t work the first time around, I tried 
substituting varRecord in the formulas you gave me, but that approach didn’t work either. What do you 
think is going on? 

Here are the latest formulas: 

I entered the following formula into the Default property of the Text Control on the Comments form.  

If(frmComments.Mode=FormMode.New,varID,Parent.Default) 

 

It only has one mode which is New. frmComments is the name of my form. 

The DefaultMode property of frmComments is set to FormMode.New 

The Items property of the Comments gallery is set to: 

Sort(Filter('Tool Request Comments',ParentID=varID),Modified,Descending) 

I noticed that ParentID did not have an option to have apostrophes around it. It is as if Power Apps isn’t 
recognizing it as a valid field. I tried manually adding them in case it would help, but it did not. 

The OnSelect property of the Comments Gallery is false. 
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Here are the error messages that are surfacing: 

 

I tried adding a couple of test comments. No Parent ID is being added to the SharePoint list yet. 
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No ID is showing up in the ParentID text field and no comments in the Gallery. 

 

When should I expect to see the ParentID number populate? It should be as soon as we navigate to this 
tab, right? I haven’t hidden the field yet since the form and gallery aren’t working yet. 

 


